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In this hapter, we disuss a few supply hain design onepts and optimization

models that have been applied in the energy setor. It is not our intention to

provide a omprehensive review of the vast literature. Our goal is to provide the

reader with pointers to some interesting and hallenging problems, thereby trigger-

ing thoughts on the synergies between supply hain optimization and energy sus-

tainability. To this end, we selet four supply hain researh areas that have seen

substantial synergies with energy researh. These four areas are strategi sour-

ing, inventory management, supply hain ompetition, and network design. This

hapter disusses these areas and related appliations in the energy industry.

1.1 Strategic Sourcing and Power System Management
Strategi souring in supply hain management involves understanding supply har-

ateristis and making deisions suh as supplier seletion, prourement quantities,

and managing supply unertainties. When suppliers are reliable (i.e., no supply

unertainty), the souring strategy hinges on the trade-o� between the e�ieny

and responsiveness of the suppliers. When some suppliers are unreliable but o�er

low-ost supply, one must strike a balane between the ost advantage of unreliable

suppliers and the ost of mitigating supply unertainties. Both of these trade-o�s

manifest themselves in power system management, whih we disuss in this setion.
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1.1.1 Efficient and Responsive Sourcing in Power System Capacity Planning

Suppliers with short lead times allow a supply hain to quikly respond to demand

�utuations, but the speed typially means extra ost to the supply hain. To man-

age the trade-o� between e�ieny and responsiveness, a supply hain an hoose to

have a mixture of e�ient and responsive suppliers. A well-known example is the

�dual-response� manufaturing in the supply hain for Hewlett Pakard inkjet print-

ers [1℄. One supplier has low prodution ost but long lead time; the other has short

lead time but high prodution ost. Using both suppliers allows Hewlett Pakard

to serve a large portion of its demand e�iently while meeting short-term demand

�utuations responsively. Other examples of using hybrid modes of prodution an

be seen in the fashion lothing industry [2℄.

Capaity planning for eletri power systems also involves the trade-o� between

e�ieny and responsiveness, but with di�erent features. Imagine yourself making

apaity investment deisions in an eletri utility ompany. How would you plan a

portfolio of power generation tehnologies to meet unertain eletri demand over

the next twenty years? You an hoose from a variety of tehnologies with very

di�erent ost strutures and onstrution lead times. It may take more than ten

years to undergo the approval and onstrution proesses of a nulear power plant,

whereas gas-�red generators an be installed within two years. The responsiveness

in this ontext pertains not to the prodution lead time but to the apaity on-

strution lead time. The total ost omprises the apital, operating, and outage

osts.

The above utility apaity planning problem was �rst studied by Gardner and

Rogers [3℄, who extended the traditional planning methods by taking di�erenes

in tehnology lead times into aount. They onsidered two groups of tehnologies

di�erentiated by onstrution lead times. The apaity investment of long lead time

tehnologies must be deided prior to the resolution of unertain demand, whereas

the deisions for short lead time tehnologies need not be made until demand real-

izes. The problem is formulated as a two-stage stohasti program with reourse.

The solution is termed as an �at, learn, then at� solution and ompared with the

solutions from traditional planning methods that ignore the di�erene in tehnology

lead times. One traditional approah is �at, then learn,� in whih the apaity mix

is deided under a given demand foreast; no reourse is onsidered. Another tradi-

tional approah is �learn, then at,� in whih a apaity mix is found for eah given

demand realization, and then the solutions are ombined, in an ad ho fashion, to

arrive at an implementable solution.

The analysis in [3℄ reveals that the traditional planning methods may be seri-

ously �awed. There are irumstanes where some short lead time tehnologies are

sreened out by the traditional planning methods but enter the optimal solution;

there are also irumstanes where some long lead time tehnologies are used in

the traditional solutions but dropped in the optimal solution. The optimal solution

tends to utilize the responsiveness provided by the short lead time tehnologies,

and thus forgoes some ost advantage of the long lead time tehnologies. The pa-

per informs the system planners that they need to examine the extent to whih

tehnology lead times an be traded o� against apital and/or operating osts.

Beyond unertain demand, the utility apaity planning problem is often ompli-

ated by many soures of unertainty. The Fukushima tragedy has spurred reeval-

uation of nulear power tehnology and resulted in regulatory hanges in many

ountries. The tightened Environmental Protetion Ageny (EPA) regulations on



emissions are pushing many oal-�red power generators toward retirement. The

shale gas boom has made natural gas power generation tehnologies more eo-

nomial, amidst regulatory and geopolitial unertainties. Inreasing unertainties

require utility planners to build more �exibility into the power systems planning

proess. Reognizing the value of �exibility also enourages the development of

tehnologies with shorter onstrution lead time.

1.1.2 Random Capacity and Volume Flexibility in Power System Operations

In a typial power system, resoures are oordinated by unit ommitment and eo-

nomi dispath programs. The unit ommitment program is run every day to de-

termine whih generators (i.e., units) are ommitted to power generation for eah

hour of the next day, and the eonomi dispath program is run in real time to

determine the output levels of the ommitted generators. These programs involve

sophistiated system modeling and optimization tehniques and thus present great

opportunities for applying operations researh and analytis.
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Although these pro-

grams re�et high granularity of the reality, they do not diretly serve the purpose

of designing energy poliies.

For poliy design, models need (at least initially) to be simpler than reality but

ompliated enough to apture the essential trade-o�s in reality. Suh models will

allow various stakeholders to understand the mehanisms by whih ertain poliies

a�et key trade-o�s and system performane. Large system models an then be used

to simulate the system performane and estimate the impat of ertain poliies.

In supply hain researh, there has been a signi�ant amount of work devoted

to managing supply unertainties. We refer the reader to [5℄, [6℄, [7℄, and the refer-

enes therein. Below, we provide a perspetive of thinking about power generation

systems that is useful for poliy researh. This perspetive will lead to models that

share some features with the supply hain literature, yet present unique harater-

istis.

Power generators an be ategorized based on apaity ertainty and volume

�exibility:

1. Random apaity, very low marginal ost;

2. Certain apaity, volume in�exible, low marginal ost;

3. Certain apaity, volume �exible, high marginal ost.

Type 1 apaity refers to intermittent generation from renewable soures, suh

as wind and solar power. Their marginal ost of prodution is nearly zero, but they

have inherent unertainties. Type 2 apaity inludes nulear power generators,

whih have low marginal ost and are typially designed to run at a onstant power

output level. Type 3 apaity onsists of generators with varying degrees of �exi-

bility. They are more �exible than type 2 but also more ostly to run. Coal-�red

generators have a higher marginal ost than nulear power generators, but they an

adjust their output at a ertain rate (known as the ramp rate). A higher ramp rate

means a shorter lead time for hanging the output level. The most �exible gener-

ators are oil- and natural gas-�red ombustion turbines, whih an meet demand

�utuations from minute to minute, but these generators have high operating ost
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For example, the Midontinent Independent System Operator (formerly named Midwest ISO)

won the 2011 INFORMS Edelman Award [4℄ for using operations researh to improve reliability

and e�ienies of the region's power plants and transmission assets.



and thus are known as peaking generators. There are also gas-�red ombined-yle

generators whose �exibility is in between oal-�red generators and peaking genera-

tors. In terms of marginal ost, ombined-yle generators have beome ompetitive

to oal-�red generators due to the lower prie of natural gas in reent years.

With the above taxonomy, it is possible to look at power system operations from

the supply hain optimization angle. The ombination of types 2 and 3 resoures is

similar to the dual-response manufaturing disussed previously, with type 2 apa-

ity serving the baseload and type 3 apaity meeting demand �utuations. There

are two key di�erenes. First, the trade-o� between e�ieny and responsiveness

in power system operations ours in a muh shorter time frame, and power gen-

eration and onsumption must be onstantly balaned. Seond, the ost strutures

of power generators have their unique features, whih we elaborate below.

Wu and Kapusinski [8℄ model two subgroups within type 3 generators: fully

�exible generators (peaking generators) and intermediate generators. Fully �exible

generators an adjust their output almost instantaneously, whereas intermediate

generators have limited �exibility re�eted by the four ost omponents illustrated

in Figure 1.1: (i) Cyling ost. Cyling an intermediate generator inreases the

wear and tear ost and requires extra fuel during the startup proess. The dis-

pathable intermediate apaity (solid urve) represents the intermediate apaity

that is started and an be dispathed to produe energy. (ii) Part-load penalty.

Intermediate generators are most e�ient when produing at full load (i.e., all dis-

pathable apaity is utilized). Operating at any lower load inreases the average

prodution ost; this extra ost is the part-load penalty. (iii) Min-gen penalty. In

normal operating onditions, the part load should stay above a minimum generation

level (e.g., 50% of the dispathable apaity); otherwise a min-gen penalty will be

inurred. (iv) Peaking premium. The dispathable intermediate apaity annot be

adjusted instantaneously and thus peaking generators may be needed even if the

load on �exible resoures is below the total intermediate apaity, whih ours in

the areas labeled as (iv) in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. Costs of balaning eletrial systems: An example
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The system operator aims to minimize total operating ost, whih entails ontin-

uously balaning the above ost omponents, whether or not intermittent generation

is present. The growth of intermittent generation resoures (type 1) poses inreas-

ing management hallenges. If we meet 20% of energy demand from renewable

soures (mandated by the renewable portfolio standards in many states), the a-



tual perentage of demand met from renewable soures an vary wildly from 0% to

100%, depending on the weather. These �utuations introdue additional variabil-

ity into power systems, whih ompliates the trade-o� among the aforementioned

ost omponents.

Wu and Kapusinski [8℄ model the above ost omponents and study the poliies

for using intermittent renewable energy. When intermittent generation was intro-

dued into most ountries and regions, it was given priority to be used; this poliy

is referred to as the priority dispath poliy. Implementing suh a poliy requires

little hange to the system optimization programs beause intermittent generation

is simply subtrated from the demand before the programs are run. With the rapid

growth in renewable energy penetration, the intermitteny began to hallenge the

systems' ability to balane supply with demand. Curtailment thus beame neessary

when exessive energy from intermittent resoures threatened system reliability. In

some irumstanes, although urtailment is not absolutely neessary, it provides

the system operator with an additional lever to manage variability, thereby reduing

system operating osts. Suh urtailment is allowed under the eonomi urtailment

poliy, but not under the priority dispath poliy.

In [8℄, the authors ompare the two poliies and identify the soures of the opera-

tional bene�ts of the eonomi urtailment poliy. Among the four ost omponents

disussed above, eonomi urtailment poliy signi�antly redues yling ost and

peaking premium. Curtailing intermittent generation during low-demand periods

helps redue the need for yling intermediate generators (i.e., redues the depth of

the valleys in the dispathable intermediate apaity in Figure 1.1). Curtailment

also allows more intermediate generators to start up earlier in the morning (i.e.,

shifts the inreasing part of the dispathable intermediate apaity in Figure 1.1

toward the left), reduing the peaking premium that would otherwise be inurred

to meet the rising morning demand. In addition to these operational bene�ts, eo-

nomi urtailment also inreases the utilization of heaper in�exible generators.

It is worth noting that the model in [8℄ is a stohasti dynami programming

model. The value of eonomi urtailment is higher under the deterministi opti-

mization programs used prevalently in pratie. This is beause urtailment serves

as a reourse for the deisions generated by deterministi optimization programs,

but this reourse is not as valuable under stohasti dynami programs beause the

deisions are already adjusted in response to the weather and demand �utuations.

The reent work by Al-Gwaiz et al. [9℄ is another example of utilizing the taxon-

omy introdued earlier to study energy poliies. This work fouses on modeling and

analyzing the power market ompetition, whih features supply funtion ompeti-

tion (i.e., eah �rm submits a supply funtion that spei�es the amount of power

it is willing to produe at eah prie). Di�erent from the lassial supply funtion

equilibrium literature whih studies the ompetition involving only generators of

type 3, the authors study the supply funtion ompetition between in�exible and

�exible generators. Furthermore, the authors introdue intermittent generation into

the model and analyze how it a�ets the ompetitive behavior of the other gener-

ators. This researh opens a promising avenue for analyzing how random apaity

and volume �exibility impat power market ompetition.



1.2 Inventory Management for Energy Storage Facilities
Energy storage is to grids as inventory is to manufaturing �rms. Energy stor-

age is used to bu�er against preditable variability (e.g., diurnal demand yles)

and unpreditable variability (supply or demand shoks) to smooth onventional

resoures' power output. Smoothing prodution redues ost beause the power

generation ost funtion is highly onvex: the marginal ost of nulear power is

below $5 per MWh whereas that of a peaking unit an be $80 per MWh. The las-

si inventory optimization theory disussed in Chapter 33 fouses on minimizing

inventory-related osts under linear prodution/purhasing ost. Convex produ-

tion ost has also been onsidered in the literature, pioneered by Modigliani and

Hohn [10℄, who examine the optimal prodution shedule for meeting demand over

a planning horizon. However, energy storage operations involve di�erent ost stru-

tures and thus present opportunities to develop inventory theory for energy storage

appliations.

Eletriity per se annot be stored; to be stored, eletriity must be onverted

into other forms of energy, suh as potential or hemial energy. This onversion

proess involves energy loss, known as the onversion loss. The other losely related

measure is storage e�ieny, whih is equal to 1−onversion loss rate. For example,

the storage e�ieny of a lithium-ion battery ranges from 80% to 90%. The stored

energy does slowly derease over time (similar to inventory holding ost), but this

type of energy loss is often negligible ompared to the onversion loss, beause

energy storage typially operates on daily yles or more frequently.

The ost model represented in Figure 1.1 has been extended in [8℄ to inlude

osts of storage operations. It is interesting to study how storage operations impat

emissions. First, storage allows more lean intermittent energy to be used (instead

of being urtailed) and thus redues emissions. Seond, storage redues the peaking

ost while inreasing the use of intermediate apaity, whih leads to more or less

emissions depending on types of fuels. Third, energy onversion losses during stor-

age operations inrease emissions. The net e�et of storage on emissions depends

on the relative strengths of these three fators and is detailed in [8℄.

Seomandi [11℄ develops a model for natural gas storage failities, whih an

also be applied to energy storage for power systems, as the model inorporates

injetion and withdrawal loss fators (mathematially equivalent to onversion loss)

and holding ost. The author also onsiders a onstraint on the rate at whih energy

an be injeted and withdrawn�important for both natural gas storage and energy

storage. The problem is formulated as a stohasti dynami program, and strutural

properties of the optimal poliy are derived. The optimal poliy is haraterized

by two stage- and prie-dependent base-stok targets: if inventory falls between the

two targets, it is optimal not to do anything; otherwise the �rm should injet or

withdraw to bring the inventory as lose as possible to the loser target.

Wu et al. [12℄ fous on understanding the types of real options in energy storage

operations and how one should trade o� among these options. The authors analyze

a heuristi poliy ommonly used in pratie (the rolling intrinsi poliy, whih

solves a deterministi problem every period using up-to-date prie information)

and point out that this heuristi poliy does not attempt to apture the options'

extrinsi values that arise from the stohasti evolution of the pries. The authors

then design a new heuristi poliy, in whih the pries are adjusted to approximate

the extrinsi values before applying the traditional poliy. This simple idea turns

out to be very e�etive: in a three-period setting, the new poliy is optimal, and in



multiperiod settings, numerial results for natural gas storage show that the new

poliy reovers a signi�ant portion of the value loss of the traditional poliy.

It is important to note that many eletriity markets inlude not only an energy

market but also an operating reserve market (also known as an anillary servies

market). Operating reserve is the reserved apaity that allows the system operator

to manage supply-demand imbalanes aused by normal �utuations or unexpeted

disruptions. Energy storage an serve as an operating reserve, and thus the storage

value needs to inorporate the values derived from both energy and operating reserve

markets. Drury et al. [13℄ quantify the value of ompressed-air energy storage

(CAES) derived from both markets. They �nd that the value from the energy

market alone (i.e., the energy arbitrage value) annot support CAES investment in

most loations, but the addition of the revenues from providing operating reserves

an support CAES investment in several loations.

A promising researh avenue is to onstrut rigorous models for valuing energy

storage partiipating in both the energy and operating reserve markets. The allo-

ation of storage apaity to eah market is nontrivial. As disovered in [13℄, the

optimal alloation of storage apaity to provide operating reserves and energy ar-

bitrage has seasonal trends, and an shift signi�antly based on market onditions.

Energy storage apaity needs to be dynamially alloated to maximize its market

value.

Storage loation hoie is another important researh diretion. Denholm and

Sioshansi [14℄ onsider the trade-o� between oloating storage with a wind farm

and loating storage loser to the load. When storage is oloated with a remote

wind farm, the main advantage is the downsized transmission line and inreased

utilization of the transmission line. However, being remote to the load, storage is

not as valuable as if it were loser to the load. The paper investigates whether the

redued transmission osts exeed the osts assoiated with loating energy storage

away from the load.

1.3 Competitive Feedstock Procurement for Biofuel Production
The biofuel supply hain resembles any other multi-ehelon hain in that it involves

a number of stages for biomass harvesting, storage, proessing, and transportation,

and those for biofuel manufaturing, transportation, and blending. The design

problem ould be onsidered as an extension of the ones disussed in Chapter 33.

A unique feature of the biofuel supply hain, however, is that the inreasing de-

mand for bioenergy rops leads to intensive ompetition for agriultural land�an

already sare resoure worldwide�among uses for energy prodution, food produ-

tion, and environmental onservation [16℄. While traditional inventory management

theories normally onsider resoure ompetition among similar vendors, the feature

of biofuel supply hains leads to two diret onsequenes. First, ill-planned bio-

fuel industry growth may result in suboptimal land use, signi�antly reduing food

supply; in turn, this will lead to higher food pries, higher greenhouse-gas emis-

sions, and redued biodiversity. This probably explains why U.S. orn pries have

inreased dramatially sine 2006 to reord high in reent years [17℄. Seond, de-

sirable eonomi returns from biofuel prodution have renewed farmers' interest in

relaiming idle marginal lands as substitutes for regular farmland. Marginal land

has long served as a soure of environmental onservation (e.g., CO2 sequestra-

tion, habitat preservation, soil produtivity restoration); however, sine 2007, two

million hetares of onserved land in the U.S. has been relaimed, ausing signi�-



ant environmental hazards, suh as soil erosion and pollution from fertilizer runo�.

These issues diretly involve intriguing organizational, operational, and infrastru-

ture interdependenies among multiple industry setors (e.g., energy, environment,

agriulture) that are di�ult for any single industry stakeholder to handle. Suh

issues often require holisti government intervention and poliy regulations, whih

ould be designed using game-theoreti modeling tehniques suh as those disussed

in Chapter 33.

For example, the biofuel prodution goals (as spei�ed by the U.S. government)

have raised a number of pressing questions: Are strategi hanges in agriultural

land use and feedstok prodution (e.g., mix of feedstoks) required? How will

government regulations and limate ontrol poliies a�et industry development?

What is the optimal size and loational distribution of biofuel re�nery plants, how

should the feedstok supply ontrats be pried, and to what extent is there a

divergene between the privately pro�table and the soially optimal designs? In

partiular, the government faes a di�ult food-energy-environment trilemma: how

to stimulate the growth of the biofuel industry while, at the same time, proteting

food seurity and environmental sustainability?

Addressing these hallenges requires a omprehensive analysis that holistially

addresses the biofuel industry, the food setor, the environmental setor, and the

involved farmland markets. Integrating multiple layers of deisions into one overar-

hing modeling framework is hallenging beause suh deisions are often planned

and managed by di�erent stakeholders, who often have independent, if not on-

�iting, objetives�this generally results in extremely ompliated dynami inter-

ations and requires novel solution methods. These types of problems seem to

be related to the earlier researh on spatial loation equilibrium, as �rst proposed

by [18℄, where a �rm determines the loation and prodution level of its failities,

knowing that these deisions will have diret impats on the sales pries of produts

in spatially distributed markets. The onept was later extended to a plethora of

supply hain network equilibrium models, originating in [19℄, to address Nash or

Stakelberg types of ompetitions among deision-makers in multi-ehelon supply

hain networks.

In the biofuel supply hain setting, the emerging industry (e.g., biofuel se-

tor) penetrates into an existing business (e.g., food setor) and ompetes for feed-

stok/farmland supply through existing or new spatially distributed soures (or

markets). The emerging industry seeks the best strategi design on�guration (e.g.,

re�nery loation and apaity, supply priing and prourement, and transportation

logistis) to maximize its own pro�t. Meanwhile, the existing business setor re-

ats to the new business by rearranging its supply hain operations (e.g., adjusting

prodution level and alternating supply alloation), and eah party looks for ways

to maximize its bene�t under the hanging business world. The introdution of

the emerging industry often involves spatial equilibrium of ommodity �ow, market

demand, and resoure supply.

In an exploratory e�ort, Bai et al. [20℄ propose a bi-level leader-follower game

model that inorporates farmers' deisions on land use and market hoie into the

biofuel manufaturers' supply hain design problem. The model determines the op-

timal number and loations of biore�neries, the required pries for these re�neries to

ompete for feedstok resoures, and farmers' land use hoies between food and en-

ergy. The model is solved by transforming the mixed-integer bi-level problem into a

mixed-integer quadrati program based on Karush-Kuhn-Tuker (KKT) onditions.

Nonooperative and ooperative games are studied respetively to address possible



business partnership senarios (e.g., via long-term leases) between feedstok suppli-

ers and biofuel manufaturers. Using orn as an example of feedstok rops, spatial

market equilibrium is utilized to model the relationship between orn supply and

demand, and the assoiated prie variations in loal grain markets. It is found that

biofuel supply hain design does have a diret impat on land use hoies for farms

in the area. Compared with the nonooperative game senario, ooperation among

the industry and the farmers tends to save transportation ost and generate higher

pro�t for the whole supply hain.

In a follow-up study [21℄, the same authors extend the framework by introdu-

ing government regulations on farmland use and an assoiated marginal land mar-

ket into the Stakelberg game. This model better represents the problem realism

with more land-use options, inluding the possibility of marginal land relamation

and energy/food market equilibria, thus providing more omprehensive eonomi

insights. Noting that farmers are generally independent stakeholders, a land-use

allowane onept and a ap-and-trade mehanism are introdued to provide indi-

ret eonomi inentives for the farmers to omply with government restritions.

These two models are proved to ahieve equivalent land use patterns at optimal-

ity, and the proposed land-use onstraints are shown to be e�etive in balaning

the amount of farmland used for food and energy prodution. In some ases, the

proposed ap-and-trade mehanism ould result in less pro�t for the leading biofuel

manufaturers but higher soial welfare for the entire system (inluding food, fuel,

and land markets).

Wang et al. [22℄ further inorporate the blenders into the sope of the bio-

fuel supply hain. The biofuel onsumption mandate is enfored via the Renewable

Identi�ation Number (RIN) system, a traking mehanism that monitors obligated

parties' ompliane. The biofuel manufaturers obtain an RIN for eah bath of bio-

fuel prodution from the EPA; RINs are then transferred to blenders (e.g., energy

ompanies) during biofuel onsumption, and they an be traded among blenders;

�nally, the blenders are mandated to hand in spei�ed number of RINs to the EPA

at the end of eah year, or else penalties will be imposed. In this work, ompe-

tition among food and biofuel industry players (inluding among multiple biofuel

manufaturers) is addressed via Nash equilibrium models and bi-level Stakelberg

leader-follower models. Based on these models, the advantages and shortomings

of the urrent biofuel prodution mandate are analyzed.

These biofuel supply hain studies generally formulate the problems into disrete

mathematial programs with equilibrium onstraints (MPECs), whih are gener-

ally nonlinear, nononvex, and hene quite hard to solve. Solution methods are

generally based on relaxation, deomposition, and transformation. Finding e�ient

solution approahes for suh problems remains a hallenge. As a side note, some

approximation shemes for large-sale disrete deisions (e.g., faility loation) into

di�erentiable ontinuous ounterparts (e.g., faility density) have been proposed to

redue the omplexity of the problems [23℄.

1.4 Supply Network Design under Transportation Congestion and
Infrastructure Deterioration
The hanges in the energy industry have reated unique hallenges for many riti-

al lifeline infrastruture systems far beyond those in the energy setor. Expanding

ethanol prodution, for example, will not only lead to the expansion of biore�nery



systems but also strain existing supporting infrastrutures that are already aging

and degrading (see [15℄ for a review). In partiular, the already ongested loal and

regional transportation networks are experiening inreasing freight demands for

supplying feedstoks to re�neries and delivering ethanol to onsumers. Due to the

low energy density of feedstok biomass, transportation of the bulky feedstok (and

ethanol) inurs one of the major operational osts in biofuel supply hain systems.

Truking remains the dominant mode of transportation beause alternative modes

would either require heavy investment or remain unsuitable for the emerging bio-

fuel industry�for example, the urrent pipeline infrastruture annot be used for

ethanol transportation due to erosion onerns. Most bioenergy prodution failities

are designed with a very large prodution apaity to ahieve eonomies of sale.

As suh, a large number of truks must be added to the highway network to ship

su�ient low-energy-density biomass to satisfy the enormous ethanol prodution

requirement.

Earlier work on the bioenergy supply hain [24℄ formulates a standard disrete

faility loation model to optimize the biofuel supply hain, where the point-to-point

osts from transporting biomass, ethanol, and by-produts are assumed to be ex-

ogenously given. Establishment of industry failities, however, often indues heavy

vehile tra� that exaerbates ongestion and infrastruture (e.g., bridge, pave-

ment) deterioration in the neighboring highway network. This has been the ase

for the booming energy industry, espeially when new prodution failities are built

near neighborhoods that were not originally built for heavy tra�. For instane,

Iowa's growing renewable energy industries have had signi�ant impats on the

quality of its transportation infrastruture, suh that pavement repairs and mainte-

nane osts in multiple Iowa rural ounties inreased signi�antly during and after

the onstrution of biofuel prodution plants [25℄. Suh unintended onsequenes of

energy prodution faility development inrease the soial ost to the general publi

(e.g., due to tra� delay and highway maintenane), and in turn have a negative

impat on the e�ieny of the freight shipments assoiated with these failities.

Planning of biore�nery loations and biofuel supply hains, therefore, should

be made autiously to establish a sustainable bioenergy eonomy in whih the in-

vestment in re�nery onstrution and operations, the ost for biomass and ethanol

transportation, and the related soio-eonomi impat are minimized. Bai et al.

[26℄ develop a model to plan biofuel re�nery loations where the total system ost

for re�nery investment, feedstok and produt transportation and publi travel is

minimized. Shipment routing of both feedstok and produt in the biofuel supply

hain and the resulting tra� ongestion impat are inorporated into the model to

deide optimal loations of biofuel re�neries. A Lagrangian relaxation based heuris-

ti algorithm is introdued to obtain near-optimal feasible solutions e�iently. It is

found through omputational ase studies that ignoring ongestion in biofuel sup-

ply hain design ould lead to muh higher transportation osts for not only the

biomass shipments but also the publi. Hajibabai and Ouyang [27℄ further extend

the model to allow for possible highway/railroad apaity expansion at hokepoints

around the network. It is found that signi�ant ost redutions an be ahieved by

simultaneously improving the apaity of the transportation network and expanding

the biofuel supply hain.

Hajibabai et al. [28℄ present an integrated faility loation model that simul-

taneously onsiders tra� routing under ongestion and pavement rehabilitation

under deterioration. The objetive is to minimize the total ost due to faility in-

vestment, transportation ost inluding tra� delay, and pavement life-yle osts.



Building upon analytial results on optimal pavement rehabilitation, the problem

is formulated into a bi-level mixed-integer nonlinear program, with faility loation,

freight shipment routing, and pavement rehabilitation deisions in the upper level

and tra� equilibrium in the lower level. This problem is then reformulated into an

equivalent single-level problem based on the KKT onditions and pieewise linear

approximation of tra� delay funtions. Computational analysis shows that the

proposed model an improve supply hain sustainability and minimize its negative

soietal impats from ongestion and pavement damage. In partiular, signi�ant

redutions in pavement-related osts (e.g., ageny ost and users' vehile operat-

ing ost) as well as overall system-wide ost are observed, indiating that the joint

optimization of the biofuel supply hain and the supporting transportation infras-

truture not only results in a potential for Pareto improvement but also provides

inentives for poliy making and mehanism design through bene�t/ost realloa-

tion.

The supporting infrastruture is not just impated by biofuel supply hains;

similar problems are seen in a wide range of other energy industries. For example,

in Pennsylvania and South Dakota, the heavy truk tra� indued by the emerg-

ing natural gas industry (e.g., for transporting water and supplies in support of

the hydrauli fraturing proess) has aused not only ongestion to the residents in

nearby towns but also severe damage to state and loal roads, resulting in hundreds

of millions of dollars spent on pavement repair and replaement. More generally,

the development and transmission of energy an produe an array of e�ets at the

ommunity level, not only due to road network ongestion and pavement deteriora-

tion but also inluding overburdened muniipal servies, redued water availability

for onventional uses, eonomi volatility, disruption of soial and ultural patterns,

and the stigma assoiated with environmental health risk and industrialization. A

holisti oupled modeling approah, with embedded physial and soial proesses,

is needed to design and analyze the energy supply networks.

1.5 Concluding Remarks
Supply hain design and optimization aim at mathing supply with demand at

minimum total ost, whih is exatly the goal of the energy industry. With this

ommon goal, it is not surprising that synergies exist between the two researh

�elds. The purpose of this hapter is to highlight some of the existing synergies

and provide the reader with some starting points for further reading. We hope

the disussion in this hapter will foster more synergies between the two important

�elds in the future.
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